AXIS Camera Station is a powerful video management software. AXIS Camera Station Integrator Suite is the smart and simple way to manage AXIS Camera Station installations at every step, from design through to installation – and beyond. The all-in-one toolkit will help you more efficiently design, configure, and test solutions; generate new sources of income by offering value-added services and additional system capabilities; and build long-lasting customer relationships.

AXIS Camera Station Integrator Suite
Build better solutions faster with Axis

Easy system design
Installation instructions
Auto-configuration of cameras
Self stress-testing after installation
Remote health monitoring
Surveillance design, installation and management made simple.

**AXIS Site Designer**
Build your entire solution in one spot on or offline.
- Guided selection and naming of devices and accessories
- Automated calculation of storage and bandwidth
- Pick out your switches and servers
- Add products from the whole Axis portfolio including radar, audio and analytics for a full solution
- Generate a bill of materials, sales quotes and even installation reports for installation technicians

**AXIS Camera Station auto-configuration**
With just a few clicks, let this clever system configure your cameras for you. Save hours of labor by entering an access code, matching the camera name to the camera’s view and watch AXIS Camera Station configure:
- Camera name
- Recording schedule
- Days of storage
- Resolution and frame rate

**AXIS Camera Station Installation Verifier**
After any solutions installation, testing is vital. Instead of relying on time consuming, manual system validation, let AXIS Camera Station test itself.
- Verify the system performs as it should
- Stress test systems to ensure reliability during peak performances times
- Export verification test results to provide peace of mind for you and your customers
- Generates a record of all settings for project sign-off

**AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring**
Expand your service offering to the end user with the cloud-based System Health Monitoring. This tool enables you to reach out to a customer before they even know about a potential problem with their solution.
- Monitor your installations & provide system status to facilitate service and maintenance
- Remotely update firmware
- View status of all connected Axis devices
- Export system reports
- Build recurring revenue by offering reports as a service

Grow your business today! Visit www.axis.com/integrator-suite